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From the Editor

Letter from Thornfield Manor

We are thankful, here at Thornfield 
Manor, for our continued good 

health and good fortune in the year just 
passing. My younger siblings, Scotty, Whit-
ney Bear, Ruggles, and Buggles, are doing 
very well for themselves. Whitney Bear has 
opened a dress shop on the High Street, and 
enjoys the patronage of Princess Kate and 
other members of the smart set. Ruggles 
and Buggles have increased output from 
their salmon fishery.

Scotty remains at Schloss Grenliksen, 
overseeing the activities of our American 
cousins, who, I might add, need a certain 
amount of oversight. 

There have been some interesting new 
connections made. George recently saw this 
picture on Facebook. 

He has the exact same picture in a scrap-
book; the young man at top right in John 
Grønli, George’s great-grandfather. 

The young man at top left is Arnt, John’s 
brother. Arnt moved to San Francisco 
around 1900 or so, and has many descen-
dents in the area. Here are many of them:

It’s nice to re-connect with relatives, 
though it does leave me wondering why the 
two branches did not stay in touch. They 
could not decide on Grenley versus Gronley 
for the spelling, so perhaps there was con-
flict in other areas. One does wonder.

We’ve been blessed with so many good 
friends, and I worry I will not remember 
them all in this issue. Forgive me; I am a 
very sleepy bear.

George managed to re-connect with a 
few friends from his home town and his 
alma mater. You know who you are; Merry 
Christmas!
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Schloss News

Surgery for Wobie

New medical procedures banish a scourge of Teddy Bears everywhere.

Wobie developed a severe case of Chinese Thread Syndrome, which is often fatal in 
bears. We were concerned, but Doctor Bear and a crack team at the Schloss Grenlik-

sen Research Hospital were not only able to save him, but to develop a procedure to prevent 
further outbreaks.

Chinese Thread Syndrome is a debilitating joint disease, leading to open wounds, infec-
tion, and the possible loss of stuffing. If not treated immediately, it is usually fatal. However, 
new techniques in micro surgery have enabled surgery to not only halt the spread of this in-
sidious disease, but actually reverse previous joint damage, leaving the patient as good as new.

After cleaning the wound, Dr. Bear examines 
it before proceeding with the surgery.

Here, Dr. Bear manipulates the microsurgery 
machine to close and fully heal the wound..

News In Brief

Louise continues to win awards for her 
dahlias.

George ended the drought in Cali-
fornia by purchasing a 250 gallon 

truck-mount water tank, to be used to fetch 
recycled water for the garden. California 
promptly received eight inches of rain.

Louise’s book series on seeds and plants 
has attracted the attention of several ed-

itors and one well-regarded illustrator. No 
firm offer is on the table yet, but the out-
look is positive.

Worthington, a bear, has taken up 
residence at Schloss Grenliksen. He 

is a large black bear, originally from the 
Lake Superior region.

George has nearly completed a small 
garden shed, where Louise can keep 

her gardening things. It features a hayloft so 
they can keep fodder for the animals.

Louise has been taking art lessons from 
E. B. Lewis, an award-winning chil-

dren’s book illustrator. He’s an excellent 
artist, an excellent teacher, and a very nice 
man. Louise’s artwork is getting much bet-
ter, but she remains shy about sharing it.

Red, the moose, insists there is no num-
ber larger than four. Louise has at-

tempted to show him that there are, indeed, 
numbers larger than four, but so far Red’s 
understanding of Set Theory exceeds Lou-
ise’s, and she has not been successful.

George reached for the honey while 
we were eating. The result was quite 

predictable, of course. One would think he 
would know better by now.



Travel & Leisure

Berchtesgaden Salt Mine, near Salzburg, Austria

Going down, down, down

Salzburg is the town of salt, literally. The 
name means ‘Salt City’ and salt has been 

mined there for thousands of years. The lo-
cal salt mines have good access to a local riv-
er, which flows into the Danube and even-
tually the Black Sea and beyond.

Salt is critical to human life and civiliza-
tion. Our word ‘salary’ comes from the Lat-
in, it referred to the salt with which soldiers 
in the Roman armies were paid.

You can tour the salt mines, and George 
and Louise did. Lawrence got to ride along, 
but the rest of the bears on tour did not. 
High blood pressure, you know.

The mine tour gives you coveralls, be-
cause the mine is damp, always, and a bit 
muddy. Louise modeled one for Lawrence’s 
camera. The tour consists partly of a train 
ride on a small underground tram, but most 
of it is walking, and some of it involves slid-
ing down long chutes - sort of like sliding 
down a banister. Wheee, it’s fun!

The miners used to dig by hand, of course. 
This continued until around 1900, when 
pneumatic drills were developed. Now they 
use powered grinding machines that claw 
away at the rock to make tunnels.

That is NOT how they get the salt, how-
ever. The salt is dissolved and pumped out. 
A hole is drilled in a likely spot, and the 
purity of the salt is measured. (The salt is 
mixed with clay and other stuff; it is not a 
solid mass.) If it’s pure enough, fresh water is 
pumped down, and a huge, beehive-shaped 
cavern slowly forms as the salt dissolves and 
the brine is pumped out. Fresh water is add-
ed, brine is pumped out, and the process 

continues for several years, until either the 
hollow space becomes too large, or the brine 
quality declines due to impurities.

The brine is purified and converted into 
salt at an above-ground processing plant 
just a few miles away.

In the mine, there are a few places where 
underground lakes form, and they are a 
most amazing sight. There is no wind, of 
course, so the water is perfectly flat. It’s also 
perfectly clear - there’s no light, and the salt-
iness of the water kills things anyway. When 
you first come upon such a lake, you can see 
the contours of the bottom so clearly that 
it is difficult to believe there is water there. 
The surface of the water is undetectable to 
your eyes.

A small barge carries you across the lake, 
and only when that barge moves do you see 
ripples on the water. Suddenly the surface 
can be sensed; suddenly it does become a 
lake, and not a strange, mirror-image opti-
cal illusion.

Looking for a gift 
for that Special 

Bear in your life?

Consider an Electric Cave Heater!
Nothing makes a bear so happy and con-
tent as a nice, toasty-warm cave. And our 
Electric Cave Heaters are just the thing 
to keep that special bear’s cave warm all 
winter long.
• Soft, satiny-cover for sleeping comfort
• Three heat settings, to keep the tem-

perature just right.
• Rugged stitching so claws won’t cause 

a problem.
• Machine-washable, if a cub spits up.
Order yours today, while supplies last!



Photographs don’t really do this beautiful 
underground world justice, but Lawrence 
tried his best to get good pictures. We hope 
you enjoy them.

The mine entrance is located in the village 
of Berchtesgaden, near Salzburg. It has all 
the charm you’d expect from an unspoiled 
alpine village. Go visit!

Fine Dining

Greens, Chez Panisse, 
& More

Among the many fine restaurants in the 
San Francisco Bay areas are Alice Wa-

ter’s Chez Panisse, in Berkeley, and Greens, 
at Fort Mason in the City. This year Louise 
got to have a lovely dinner at each, thanks in 
part to a birthday gift from friends.

 

The English chef Jamie Oliver has a 
restaurant in Sweden. This seems odd to 
us bears, but whatever.... just look at that 
prosciutto! And Louise is certainly enjoying 
herself. Next time, Louise, bring us a ham, 
please?

There are excellent restaurants in Salzburg 
and in Berchtesgaden. Lawrence discovered 
the local beer, called Steigl. He orders it ev-
ery he goes. So does Louise, apparently.

Every Moose’s Christmas Wish
One of the things that makes life tough on a moose is wading 
in cold swamp water. Sure, your moose will do it, but wouldn’t 
you prefer that he have nice, warm swamp water?
Well, our very own Red T. Moose has invented a way for you 
to deliver delicious hot swamp water to your favorite moose 
every morning.
It’s the Mr Moose Automatic Swamp Water Brewer!
This amazing machine delivers warm swamp water right to your 
pet moose every morning! All you do is add ground coffee or 
finely-powdered muck, a quart of water, and press a button. Be-
fore you know it you’ll have a steaming pot of delicious warm 
swamp water.
The Mr Moose Automatic Swamp Water Brewer is preferred by 
mooses everywhere. Get yours today before this wonderful gift 
sells out!



Sweden

Large Mooses, Short Days, Sunken Ships

Sweden in November is filled with lights, 
and needs to be; there is little sun. 

George and Louise and the traveling bears 
spent several days there.

The mooses in Sweden are larger than the 
ones we’ve seen in the forests around Ida-
ho. They glow, too, which you would think 
would attract hunters, but I guess it doesn’t, 
since we saw dozens of these moose. 

 The mooses are friendly, though, and 
Louise did manage to strike up a friendship 
with one of those amazing glowing mooses. 
His name is Sten-Tuve, and he was original-
ly from way up north in Sweden. And if you 
look at a map, you will see that there is a lot 
of way up north up north in Sweden. A lot.

Louise is exceptionally fond of moos-
es, and tried to adopt one; sadly, we were 
unable to either get customs clearance or 

persuade Oly (the moose) to squeeze into 
Louise’s carry-on bag.

The days are short in Stockholm in No-
vember; we were always a bit surprised to 
see it “for real”, so to speak. This picture of 
a sunset is not terribly remarkable, except 
that it isn’t a sunset, or a sunrise. It’s noon.

There are lots of Christmas lights on the 
streets, too. Here’s an example. Note the 
time on the clock: 4:40 pm. And the sky is 
dark; it’s night.

          The Swedish Warship Vasa

Not As Briefed

Around 1628, the King of Sweden or-
dered the construction of a new war-

ship, the Vasa, intending it to be the most 
powerful ship afloat. As is often the case 
with government defense contracts, all did 
not go as planned.

The design was certainly cutting-edge; 
naval architects had been imported from 
Holland, the leading ship-builders of the 
era. Only the very best wood from Sweden’s 
vast forests were used. The shipyard workers 
were experienced in their craft, having built 
many ships before. And yet, all did not go 
as planned.

Blankets for Bears
We recommend genuine Pendleton® woolen blankets for all your 
ursine warming needs. Available in a beautiful array of colors and 
patterns, these are sure to delight that special bear on your Christ-
mas list.



Oh, there were warning signs, as soon 
as the ship was floated in its dock. But the 
schedule demanded progress, and so the 
ship was completed, and launched.

Here’s a model of how it looked when new:

Quite spectacular, don’t you think? Two 
rows of cannons, a castle at the rear with 
concealments for snipers and archers, even a 
protected helm so the helmsman doesn’t get 
injured in battle.

There were warning signs. The construc-
tion foreman called the general manager 
of the shipyard down to the dock one day, 
then had three men on the ship run from 
one side to the other, and back. The ship 
rocked, of course, but worse, with each back 
and forth it rocked more, tipping crazily to 
port, then starboard, then back.

The general manager told the foreman 
to ignore the problem, and not to say any-
thing. There was a schedule to meet; the 
King wanted his ship launched on time. 
There were wars to fight!

The day of the official launch arrived, 
and a celebration was planned. As a special 
treat, the wives and children of many of the 
sailors and the shipyard workers would be 

permitted to come aboard for a short cruise 
around the harbor, and a nice feast.

The Vasa cast loose from its mooring and 
set topsails and t’gallants, catching the light 
summer breeze and cruising gracefully out 

from the harbor to the middle of the har-
bor. As the breeze strengthened, the ship 
was seen to heel over, then right itself, then 
heel again - and sink.

It was only a few hundred yards from 
shore, and the spectators were horrified. 
Worse, few people in those days could 
swim, so the sailors, the workers, and their 
families mostly all drowned.

But at least they launched on schedule, 
thanks to middle management’s commit-
ment to keeping on schedule regardless of 
the facts on the ground.

The Vasa was discovered and first raised in 
the 1950s. The cold, fresh waters of Stock-
holm’s harbor have preserved it very well - it 
is said that over 93% of the original wood 
is still there. The ropes and sails have not 
fared quite so well, and the cannons were 
salvaged a few hundred years ago. But the 
ship lives on, now in a beautiful museum 
dedicated to its preservation. 

Vasa still contributes to science, too - its 
keepers are learning more and more each 
year about the best ways to preserve these 
ancient organic materials. Wood, iron, can-
nons, and saddest of all, human remains.

Vasa remains a mute testament to the 
organizational stupidity of which hu-

mans are capable. Mostly, such stupidity 
only causes pain and waste; from time to 
time it claims lives as well. Don’t ever be a 
part of it.



Salzburg

City of Mozart, City of Mood and Mystery

Salzburg straddles the banks of the salt 
river, named not because it’s salty - it 

isn’t - but because of the salt in carries, on 
barges. Salzburg was rich; wildly so, because 
salt is necessary and was so valuable. 

The Salzburg of today is still well-off, but 
most of the money comes from tourists to 
who to celebrate Mozart’s birthplace and 
hear his music, to visit the salt mines, and to 
see the locations where the Sound of Music 
was filmed.

Lawrence being Lawrence, of course, he 
did not care to listen to Mozart or musicals. 
Instead, he made friends with a remarkable 
albino cow. Later, he discovered the joys of 
in-room coffee and the mini-bar.

The Swedish System

Could It Work Here?

Stockholm has a museum of everyday life 
and culture in Sweden, and it is well worth 

a visit. One reason is to gain understanding 
on the origins of the “Swedish System” of the 
welfare state. In the 1930s, Sweden had the 
worst housing conditions in Europe. Few had 
running water; the toilet was out back.

After the war, they started building apart-
ments. They weren’t large or luxurious, but 
they were thoughtfully designed and gave 
ordinary people a place with hot water and 
an indoor toilet, not to mention laundry, a 

nice kitchen, and central heat. Small design 
touches abound; the bench seat at the table 
opens to be a baby’s crib, for example.

One might think that having to use a 
wringer for laundry is not modern, but it 
beats having to boil your own water and beat 
the clothes on a streamside rock.

Would that an idea like this could work in 
America. It hasn’t to date; I doubt it ever will. 
It is interesting to speculate on why this is so. 



Germany

Old Friends are the 
Best Friends

Every other year, there is a large trade 
show for the electronics industry, held 

in Munich, Germany. George & Louise 
usually attend; it’s a good way to keep up 
with clients; more importantly, a good way 
to keep up with friends. Lawrence always 
attends; sometimes other bears go too. 
Here, Bauer Bear and Lawrence are enjoy-
ing Weisswurst und Weissbier in the Vik-
tualen Markt. 

Hermann and Evelin Baar took Lawrence 
up to the monastery at Andechs, too. He re-
ally likes that place. He was joined by most 
of the Diesing family, but he didn’t take any 
pictures of them. He was too busy gobbling 
down the delicious Schweinhaxen.

Lawrence took George & Louise along to 
say hello to many old friends; too many to 
list, and as so often happens, Lawrence gets 
on to his second stein of beer and forgets to 
take pictures. But he thinks he saw David 
Earwaker, Bruno and Gabi, the Knall fam-
ily (who prepared a wonderful meal), the 
Diesings (including Wolf, Sigi, Till, Timo, 
and our favorite female actress, Carina. 
That’s her, with Louise. She’s in TV shows 
and acting classes and all sorts of stuff, and 
is a very hard working young lady.) Till is 
at university, and doing well; Timo will be 
finishing school and off to college soon.) 

Carina, we bears are all very proud of you.
Lawrence also got to visit with Anja and 

Gerlinde in their lovely new office. And 
they got lunch out of the deal. Free food!

Lawrence made a new friend, too, when 
he was visiting with Gabi and Bruno. They 
are always so kind to us, and open up their 
home to welcome us bears. People, too.

Like Lawrence says, “old bear friends are 
the best bear friends.”



Idaho

Mount Hood and the World’s Happiest Kid

Wow May was a good month! First, 
we got to go to the woods. We drove 

north through California and after a night 
in Medford, Oregon we drove to Mt. Hood. 
We had a great room in the Lodge with a 
fireplace. The Lodge was built by the Ci-
vilian Conservation Corp in the 1930s and 
it is beautiful. We felt bad for the metal 
andiron bunnies that lived in the fireplace, 
though. Seemed a little too much like living 
in a forest fire for our taste.

They were having Cutter’s Camp while 
we were there. Bet you are wondering what 
Cutter’s Camp is – aren’t you! No horses in-
volved. They were training people from ski 
areas how to cut half pipes for snowboard-

ing. Mt. Hood is open for skiing in the win-
ter and in May they have Cutter’s Camp, 
cutting their half pipes while training oth-
ers and converting the slope over to snow-
boarding. We hung out by the fireplace and 
looked out the windows at the trees.

Then Mom and Dad said we had to leave. 
We headed to Lewiston for a few days and 
had fun with Leah and Cody and all the 
rest of the crowd. As you can see from the 
picture, Leah continues to hold the title of 
World’s Happiest Kid, having graduated 
from World’s Happiest Baby.

We couldn’t stay too long there because 
there was work to be done in southern Idaho. 
We loaded up on honey and headed south, 
to Middleton, Idaho (near Boise) in time to 
help with Arlie and Jared’s wedding. They 
were having it at Arlie’s mom and dad’s 

house so there was much to do. Mom helped 
fix bouquets for the dinner tables, Mom and 
Dad laid out string in the pasture to define 
the parking lot. Then they helped make cor-
sages and boutonnières. They helped set up 
tables and run errands. They were very busy 
and we didn’t see them much. But it was a 
swell wedding – the animals got to come. 
The sheep and cows and goats were let out 
to attend. They said we could go if we sat 
quietly and didn’t scare the cows, or the new 
baby lamb.

After all that excitement, Mom and Dad 
drove us home. Wow – what a great May!

Don’t Forget!

You’re sure to want sever-
al of these deluxe extension 
cords for your forest-dwelling 
friends. Now available in an at-
tractive designer green, they 
blend in well with any outdoor 
environment.
These cords are UL and For-
est Service-approved, and are 
made right here in America.
Show your furry friends how 
much you care by ordering sev-
eral cords as gifts today!



World Series Adventure

Annual baseball classic draws new fans to the ballpark.

The San Francisco Giants baseball club 
was poised to extend its championship 

streak to a third world title. This of course 
overlooks the fact that only US and Canadi-
an teams are involved; this slightly undercut-
ting the concept of “world”. But let us not 
dwell on pettifogging details; this is baseball, 
the best sport for lazy summer afternoons.

There is no clock in baseball; instead the 
teams take turns attempting to score points. 
Thus it was famously said, “It ain’t over ‘til 

it’s over.” Baseball is also the only sport where 
the defense has the ball, not the offense. Best 
of all, the pace is leisurely, encouraging con-
versation with one’s neighbor and the con-
sumption of beer and hot dogs.

Louise and George were fortunate enough 
to attend one of the games, Game 3 of the 
seven-game World Series. Their cheering 
ability is suspect; as the Giants lost that 
match, but it was a good game anyway. The 
Giants did go on to win the World Series.

Sport

Plans2Reality Land Speed Racing

Rebuilding Time

Land speed racing is its own unique ad-
diction. It has few spectators, no spon-

sors, and no competition except the salt itself.
In previous attempts, George managed a 

152.6 MPH pass; then while trying to bet-
ter that to 170 or so, blew up the motor. 
Such is the life of a racer.

A new motor - in fact a whole new bike 
- also produced disappointing results. Care-
ful tuning extracted only about 120 horse-
power from an engine that should easily 
make 150 or more. Thus, a rebuilding effort 

was undertaken; with results known only 
next April, when we run at Mojave. 

With a 100cc increase in displacement, a 
ported cylinder head with larger valves, and 
13.5:1 compression ration, we think 190 
HP is within reach. This might make 200 
MPH possible, or not. Such is racing.

Our other rider, Dave Damon, managed 
several 200 MPH passes on the salt at Bon-
neville, including some on a turbocharged 
Suzuki 750. Way to go, Daveeeeeed!

Bear Sports

Race to the Top

It’s generally known that bears can climb 
trees, but few folks realize how fast we 

are. Lolo, our former reigning champion, 
was bested in this year’s climbing race by 
Worthington, a new bear in residence.

Worthington’s well-developed claws were 
felt to be the key to his success. Despite his 
bulk, he proved exceptionally quick, espe-
cially on the dreaded Sycamore Tree Shuffle 
portion of the competition.

Lolo, in the meantime, has embarked 
on a new training regimen and a new 
claw-sharpening program. Big things are 
expected in next year’s competition between 
these two bitter rivals.



New Bears & More

We have been blessed by several new 
residents here at Schloss Grenliksen. 

Our German bears, Blasy and Froni, were 
thrilled to be re-united with their daugh-
ter, Evangelina. That’s her on the right, in 
front of her mom, and next to her brother, 
Jodl. Louise and George have lots of friends 
in Idaho, and this year three of them cele-
brated some important milestones in their 
lives. Two graduated from the University of 
Idaho, and one got married. We bears sent a 
delegation of bears to assist with the festivi-
ties; Rodney, our Chief Butler, and Gascon, 
our Head Chef. They were a big help.

Kelby Sommer received his Bachelor’s 
Degree in Civil Engineering from the Uni-
versity of Idaho. Kelby has proven to be 
excellent in math, mostly because when he 
was young, Louise taught him to play crib-
bage, which requires math skills. Good job, 
Louise! You too, Kelby.

Nick Warzyn, one of Kelby’s long-time 
friends, graduated from U of I as well. 
Good job, Nick!

Arlie Sommer got married to a fine gen-
tleman by the name of Jared. We sniffed 
him carefully (bears have an excellent sense 
of smell, you know) and decided he was 

Milestones
Business News

Bouncing Out, 
Bouncing Back

George demonstrated his knack for 
office politics. We bears were awak-

ened a bit early last spring by a resounding 
“thud”; it turned out to be George landing 
in the bushes.

It seems the nice folks at General Elec-
tric felt he was not what they wanted. He 
did good work, but has never suffered fools 
well, and what organization of any size lacks 
its quota of fools?

He’s been busy since then rebuilding the 
Plans2Reality LLC business, and has ac-
quired several new clients.

quite acceptable as a mate. Perhaps there 
will be cubs in the spring.

Michael Sommer has quite a business 
going; Purple Sage Farms and Purple Sage 
Brewing. The farm grows all manner of de-
licious herbs. 

The brew he makes is called is Kombu-
cha. We bears are not sure exactly what it 
is - some sort of tea, they claim. But we 
frequently get quite a buzz from it. Appar-
ently it is not always alcohol-free. It’s good, 
though!



Science & Technology
Automotive Technology

Repairing Cloudy 
Headlights

Ever since the auto makers switched 
from glass to plastic for headlamps, 

we’ve been plagued with cloudy, yellowed 
lenses after a few years.

It seems there is now a low-buck fix. It’s 
not clear why it works, but it does work 
fairly well. You will need
• Mosquito repellent, such as Off.
• Some rags or paper towels. 

Soak one rag fairly well and rub the head-
light briskly. Put some elbow grease in it! 
It will remove most of the cloudiness and 
scratches. Polish a bit with a clean rag; re-
peat for really bad headlights.

Bear Research

Idiots in Minnesota

The pig-headed species-ist human who 
runs the Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources, has been giving the nice 
people at the North American Bear Re-
search Center a hard time, so we don’t have 
nice videos to include this year.

We are really sad we don’t get to watch the 
den cams of the wild bears. DNR in Minne-
sota is very anti-bear education. They want 
to hunt us.  We don’t like their attitude at 
all! 

The bears there are still blogging, and we 
always read it. The other day we even got to 
see a weasel in his winter ermine coat. You 
can too – right here: http://www.bearstudy.
org/website/updates/daily-updates/2570-
an-ermine-and-a-flashback-update-decem-
ber-4-2014-.html

 And remember to support your right to 
keep and arm bears! You can contribute at 
the NABR website. Please do.

Whoopers

Life Flights

We now have seven new bird friends! 
Yes, the nice people who help new 

young whoopers learn their migration route 
have succeeded!

We always watch Facebook to see how 
these whooping cranes progress each day of 
their migration. This fall the birds success-
fully flew from Wisconsin to Florida, led by 
human ultralight pilots. This program was 
initiated after the failure of an earlier effort 
to teach the whoopers to use Garmin GPS 
systems.

There were a couple of obstinate ones that 
had to be crated up and moved for a num-
ber of days, but every one of them made the 
last leg of the flight flying behind the wing 
of the ultralight.

That now makes the total count of the 
Whoopers in the eastern migration corridor 
97 birds.  You birds, be safe this winter in 
Florida! We need every one of you!

http://www.bearstudy.org/website/updates/daily-updates/2570-an-ermine-and-a-flashback-update-decembe
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DAMASCENA
Holly Payne

Holly Payne’s 
new tale un-

ravels the mystery 
surrounding a thir-
teenth-century or-
phan girl who dis-
covers her gift of 
turning roses into 
oil. Named after the rosa damascena, she 
assumes the role of a living saint for the 
miracles she performs while longing to find 
her mother. Damascena undergoes a trans-
formation when she meets the Persian poet 
Rumi and discovers the secret of the rose. 

Imbued with rich historical research, 
Damascena is the wisdom of the heart, in-
viting us to transform pain into love.

If you buy insur-
ance, drive a car, 

ride in a car, ride a 
bike or walk on roads 
where cars drive, this 
book is a must-read. 
It was written by an 
injured person, Dan Karr, who had to fight 
to recover damages of more than a quar-
ter-million dollars. It takes you through the 
events following an accident all the way to 
settling multiple insurance claims and law-

Bear-Recommended Books

Everyone knows 
that repetition 

forms habits. But did 
you know that repe-
tition KILLS digital habits?

Digital Habits are powerful and different. 
Customers are more distracted and less loyal 
than ever in today’s time-starved economy. 
Digital Habits integrate human neurosci-
ence with the latest technology to gain more 
traction throughout the customer journey.

This book provides fresh ideas for digital 
marketers who seek to apply the latest mar-
keting and technology approaches to win 
more business. You will discover:
• Five Triggers based on neuroscience that 
engage every prospective buyer.
• How Amazon, Disney, and Apple empha-
size customer loyalty by designing Digital 
Habit Ecosystems.
• Frameworks to apply Digital Habit tech-
niques to gain a competitive edge.

EXPONENTIAL 
INFLUENCE:
Designing Digital Habits 
that Engage Distracted 
Customers
Adrian C. Ott

Consumer Affairs

INJURED MONEY
Dan Karr

TAKING YOUR 
BRAND FROM 
THE BENCH TO 
THE PLAYING 
FIELD
Tracy Sestili

Tracy’s book 
gives you the 

tools you need to 
build your business 
through social media. Straight and to the 
point, it is indispensable for an understand-
ing social media. Terminology and the rea-
sons for the terms are clearly explained.

Exercises at the end of each chapter help 
you work through your social media strate-
gy and help you define best strategies for the 
various social networks such as Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+, and more. 
These provide a great road map of how to 
use each site, so you can be up and running 
quickly. 

Tracy Sestili is a social media expert,  
trainer, and consultant. She teaches social 
media at San Francisco State, U.C. Berke-
ley, Hult Business School, and AcademyX. 
She works with all types of B2B, B2C, and 
nonprofit clients.

New Fiction

Social Media Marketing

Digital Marketing

There’s a lot of time to 
read in the winter, if 

you are a bear, and so we 
thought we’d recommend 
a few books for your enjoy-
ment.

suits. At every step, there are clear descrip-
tions of the pitfalls to avoid, so that you can 
maximize the money you receive. 

Consumers have no idea what has oc-
curred in the insurance industry over the 
last two decades. These changes directly af-
fect whether you will be compensated fol-
lowing an accident. After reading this book, 
you will be prepared to: 
• Calculate the value of your injuries and 
determine if filing a claim is worth your 
time and effort. 
• Take the four steps to file, negotiate and 
settle your claim. 
• Hire and manage an attorney. 
• Know what to say to insurers, and when 
to say it. 
• Know what not to say to insurers.
• Learn how to work with your medical in-
surer so they don’t cancel coverage. 
• Select an auto insurance company that 
will honor the policy they sell you. 

For Younger Cubs

Books By E. B. Lewis

Mr. Lewis has illustrated a number of 
children’s books, and what illustra-

tions they are! These are true works of art 
that elevate good stories to great stories. 
With over 50 books in print, it’s too many 
to list, much less review here, but we recom-
mend any and all of them.

We bears hope you enjoy these fine 
books, and we encourage you to 

write us with your own suggestions. In the 
meantime, Merry Christmas!



Acts of Kindness
Reader Bears

So Kids Can Read

You humans seem to have your knick-
ers in a twist about Common Core and 

a bunch of other stuff. Certainly it’s good 
to evaluate a young cub’s progress, and if 
it can’t climb a tree fast enough, put a bit 
of stick about. The best way to get them to 
read, though, is to contribute to the Reader 
Bear Program.

This fine charity enlists bears from all 
over the world to work with first-graders 
on mastering reading skills. Every bear is 
unique, and each child gets his or her own 
tutor-bear.

Recently a bear from Munich joined the 
team. Here he is with some bear friends in 
Europe. Our new recruit is eager; so much 
so that he went nose-first into his morning 
jam. It’s OK; eagerness is what we look for 
in reader bears, not table manners.

The Frankie Poulos Foundation

Yes, There Are Needy People in Marin

A few of us bears have had the honor 
of knowing Kelly Poulos, the force of 

nature behind this wonderful organization. 
While it is always good for a quick smile at 
the idea of poor people in Marin, there are 
indeed many folks there who need help.

You contribution to this fine organization 
goes 100% to good works; all overhead is 
covered. And every contribution means an-
other angel gets its wings.

We bears hope you’ll choose to help. It’s 
never too late.

Horses for Course

Poor Chelsea Needs a Horse

Chelsea Sherman is a fine and upstand-
ing young woman, and while it cannot 

be said that her parents have deprived her 
physically, she does not yet own the horse 
of her dreams, nor the trailer and pickup 
required to tow it.

She would be pleased as punch if a mod-
est five-figure check showed up in the mail. 
If you’d like to help, please contact the pub-
lisher of this newspaper.

Of course, this article is here mostly so 
that George can include a picture of his 
niece, who is an excellent horsewoman, 
even if she does have the peculiar habit of 
kissing animals.

Community Theater

Shakespeare’s Rent

Among the many joys of the past year 
were a chance to see the Marin Youth 

Theater product of Rent, directed by Jim 
Poulos, who among many other accom-
plishments played the lead role on Broad-
way. We also got to see our favorite (male) 
actor in As You Like It. David Anthony 
Smith is simply superb!



Merry Christmas to All!

And to All a Good Night!

Christmas Decorations

Safety Procedures

We bears had a few minor difficulties 
getting the lights on the tree this 

year. It is apparently some weird tropical 
import, not a proper spruce. It says “Made 
in China” but it feels like it was made from 
China.

Anyway, we got it decorated, and we hope 
you enjoy it, and our other humble Christ-
mas offerings.

Scotty, Wobie, the Senior Bear, and Louise, 
the budding artist, all wish you the happiest 

of Christmases and a healthy, prosperous 
New Year.  We hope you all remember the 

reason for the season.


